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My name is Michelle Allen and I have lived at 3620 Goodland Drive for 19 years.  

One of our concerns when moving into the neighborhood with the lack of sidewalks on Goodland Ave but it never
presented a problem as we can always walk in the middle of the street and the residents drive slowly. I had to stand
in driveways with my toddlers when garbage collection happens on Wednesday because our street is not wide.  

Now my kids walk down the street to the Starbucks or the Petco, my son skateboards in the street because there
are no sidewalks. Navigating with Uber‘s Lifts, Door-dash and Amazon cars and vans is often a challenge staying
safe.

I was unable to attend the Zoom hearing on Tuesday May 25, 2021. I am deeply concerned about the destruction of
the hillside and a developer purchasing a property of one home on a double lot and building two homes.  Our street
cannot take the dump trucks and hauling and lack of safety for this community,

This is not why we bought our homes in the Mulholland Corridor - to have giant cookie cutter homes built into the
fragile hillside. We bought and pay taxes to live in a safe community where the  quality of life matters over making a
buck to someone who won’t even live here.

I am pleading and appealing the decision made on May 25, 2021.  Please come to our street and see for your self
how narrow it is and how many kids and dogs and strollers would be in danger. Please reconsider the hauling and
excavating will do to the hillside and neighboring homes, not just on Goodland Ave, but above the lot in question
and on Sunswept Drive above.

Thank you for your time.

Michelle & Eric Allen
3620 Goodland Drive
Studio City, CA 91604


